Our two eyes receive different views of a visual scene, and the resulting binocular disparities enable us to reconstruct its three-dimensional layout. However, the visual environment is also rich in monocular depth cues. We examined the resulting percept when observers view a scene in which there are large conflicts between the surface slant signaled by binocular disparities and the slant signaled by monocular perspective. For a range of disparity-perspective cue conflicts, many observers experience bistability: They are able to perceive two distinct slants and to flip between the two percepts in a controlled way. We present a Bayesian model that describes the quantitative aspects of perceived slant on the basis of the likelihoods of both perspective and disparity slant information combined with prior assumptions about the shape and orientation of objects in the scene. Our Bayesian approach can be regarded as an overarching framework that allows researchers to study all cue integration aspects-including perceptual decisions-in a unified manner.
INTRODUCTION
A task of the visual system is to infer the scene that best explains our incoming retinal information. This is not a straightforward task because our three-dimensional (3D) observations depend not only on the retinal images but also on the brain's assumptions about the world.
1 One instance in vision in which a given retinal image produces a changing 3D observation within an unchanging stimulus is the phenomenon of perceptual bistability. Perceptual bistability is an interesting phenomenon because it creates the opportunity of having two states in neural processing that are modulated by the brain's assumptions about the world rather than the stimulus.
Here we study perceptual bistability by making use of the distinct binocular and monocular depth information in an image. In binocular viewing, binocular disparities arise because our eyes view a scene from slightly different positions. These disparities enable us to reconstruct the 3D layout. The processing of disparities is, however, not essential for the 3D reconstruction; monocular cues can be sufficient to recover 3D structure. For example, linear perspective is a powerful cue for surface orientation. The integration of perspective and disparity has been the subject of quite a few studies. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] However, the bistability that can be created when the monocular and binocular cues in a scene specify opposite depth information has received only little interest in the scientific literature, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and no studies have modeled the quantitative aspects of this phenomenon.
To evoke bistability, observers viewed ambiguous stereoscopic images of a grid stimulus in which disparity and perspective specified different slants. 24 This stimulus is similar to Ames's famous trapezoid window. Slant here refers to rotation about a vertical axis through the center of the stimulus. The grid was viewed against a surrounding frontoparallel reference surface. Figure 1 shows an example of the stimulus used in this study. On inspection, the reader might be able to distinguish the two 3D percepts that are present when linear perspective and binocular disparity specify opposite slants: One percept in which the grid's slant is near to the disparityspecified slant, and the other in which the perceived slant is closer to the perspective-specified slant. The two percepts were never present simultaneously. Most observers have no difficulty in reporting two distinct slant percepts when presented with stimuli containing large cue conflicts.
In the following, we describe the results of a psychophysical experiment in which we presented stimuli with highly dissonant disparity and perspective information. We then present our Bayesian model-the main focus of this paper-which quantitatively accounts for individual observers' data.
METHODS
The stimuli (Fig. 1) have been described in detail in a previous paper. 24 In short, the stimuli were planar grids (subtending 15 deg ϫ 11 deg in unslanted conditions) presented dichoptically by a conventional red-green anaglyphic technique.
A surrounding pattern (92 deg ϫ 39 deg) consisting of small squares (1 deg ϫ 1 deg) provided a zero-slant reference. The stimuli were viewed on a large (92 deg ϫ 77 deg) projection screen at a viewing distance of 114 cm.
A subject initiated the stimulus onset by a mouse click. The presentation duration was 10 s, and the subject then estimated the perceived slant of the grid. The subjects were instructed that both ambiguous (flip) and nonambiguous (nonflip) stimuli would be presented. They were also informed that the stimuli could be either trapezoidal or rectangular. Subjects were free to move their eyes. 25 Eight subjects participated. All had normal or correctedto-normal vision and completed a stereoanomaly test. 27 Subjects were naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
The slant-estimation procedure 28 is depicted in Fig. 2 . To make the slant estimates, three frontoparallel lines were presented on the screen after the stimulus presentation. One of the lines was horizontal, and the other two lines could be rotated about their centers. The horizontal line was fixed and represented a top view of the unslanted reference; each of the other lines represented the top view of the perceived grid in either the perspectivedominated percept or in the disparity-dominated percept. Subjects were instructed to match the angles between the rotatable lines and the horizontal line to the two perceived slants. If an observer was not able to experience bistability, he or she matched both angles to the (single) slant he or she perceived. Because the lines were displayed stereoscopically in the plane of the screen, they also served as a zero-slant reference between successive stimuli. 29 To investigate systematically how perspective and disparity information contribute to bistable 3D perception, we varied both disparity-specified slant (Ϫ70 to 70 deg in ten steps) and perspective-specified slant (Ϫ70 to 70 in six steps). Positive slants are defined as right side away. In each block of 77 trials, all the stimulus conditions appeared once in random order. There were five trial blocks. Figure 3 shows the individual data for two subjects. The plots depict the mean perceived slants across the five trial repetitions for a range of perspective and disparity slants. The data for each of the subjects in Fig. 3 can be roughly split into two domains. In one domain, when disparity and perspective specified similar slants, then only one perceived slant was reported. In this domain, slants derived from perspective and disparity have been reconciled; a perceived slant is produced somewhere between the two. In the other domain, when disparity and perspective specified quite different slants, subjects experienced bistability and reported two perceived slants. Data have been reported for a similar experiment in a previous paper. 24 Although the study did not report individual subject data on bistability, the two sets of data followed very similar patterns. In the previous study bistability occurred when the perspective-and the disparity-specified slants had opposite signs. In the current study, bistability also occurred when the two had the same sign. In the current study, subjects were informed that the stimuli could be either trapezoidal or rectangular. In the previous study, subjects were merely asked to report bistability when they were able to perceive one plane with its left side in front and another plane with its right side in front. This difference in instruction could account for the observers' slightly different behaviors, although large interobserver differences were observed in both studies.
RESULTS
It is interesting to consider the observer's two percepts in the conditions under which bistability occurred. In this domain, observers commented that at one of the reported slants the object appeared trapezoidal and at the other reported slant the object appeared rectangular. Up to this point we have been referring to our stimuli as ''cue conflict.'' However, strictly speaking, our stimuli do not present a conflict between information sources. All stimuli are consistent with a real-world object, which may be trapezoidal or rectangular. The stimuli present a conflict only under the assumption that the original object is Fig. 1 . In this stereogram both perspective and binocular disparity specify surface slant about the vertical axis. In uncrossed fusion of the stereogram (the left eye views the left image, and the right eye views the right image), two stable percepts can be distinguished. In the first percept the grid recedes in depth with its right side farther away (it is perceived as a slanted rectangle). In the other percept the left side of the grid is farther away (it is perceived as a trapezoid with the near edge shorter than the far edge). In fact, the slants depend on the viewing distance; however, the slant signs are conflicting regardless of the viewing distance. Note that each of the two percepts can be selected and maintained at will in a relatively controlled fashion. In crossed fusion, perspective and disparity specify similar slants and the observer perceives a single stable slanted rectangular grid with its right side further away. approximately rectangular. It is only by using this type of assumption that linear perspective can be informative. We assume that observers flipped between the two perceived slants by changing the strength of this rectangularity assumption, and this forms the basis of our model.
BAYESIAN MODEL
To understand the cue interaction that engenders bistability in stereoscopic slant perception, we developed a Bayesian model. A Bayesian model combines multiple sources of information in an optimal way with the ultimate goal of maximizing performance in a particular task. 32 Bayesian modeling has been successfully applied in computer vision (see the review by Knill and Richards 41 ), and, in the past decade, several investigators have started to apply this framework to human vision. 36, 38, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] In the present paper the multiple sources of information to be combined are the stereoscopic cue for slant, the perspective cue for slant, and a preference (prior) for frontoparallel. This prior distribution also encompasses the residual flatness cues in the display (for example, accommodative blur, the fixed graininess of the pixels on the screen, or the brightness gradient). As described in more detail in the next paragraphs, the perspective and disparity likelihoods can be computed directly from the images, with some basic assumptions about how tolerant to noise the visual system is. Once combined, likelihood and prior provide a posterior probability function that assigns a probability to each possible event in the world, in our case, each possible slant of the surface. The last stage of a Bayesian model is a decision rule that translates this posterior probability into an actual response. Details of the model are provided in Appendix A.
Linear perspective information in an image can be exploited only by making assumptions about the orientations of the contours in the world that are projected onto the image plane. In our model, perspective information is interpreted by assuming that the object is roughly rectangular. This rectangularity assumption is implemented by assuming that the orientation of (nonvertical) lines in the image plane can be described by a Gaussian distribution centered on zero (horizontal). The width of this Gaussian is a free parameter in our model and reflects the strength of the rectangularity assumption. The orientation of a line in the image can easily be computed from the orientation of the line on the object, the surface slant, and other scene parameters (see Fig. 4 and Appendix A). We assume that any error in measuring the image line orientations is negligible in the context of a robust rectangularity assumption. Given these assumptions, we can calculate the probability, for any surface slant, of getting lines with the orientations and elevations measured in the image. This distribution of probabilities of the image, given the surface slant p(I͉S), is the perspective likelihood. By calculating the perspective likelihood in this way, we are reflecting the amount of information present in the image at different slants. At large slants, perspective information is more reliable, and our model incorporates this (Fig. 5) .
The likelihood for the disparity information is modeled more simply. The disparity likelihood is here modeled as a Gaussian centered on the true slant of the surface. The Fig. 3 . Perceived slant and the Bayesian fits as a function of disparity-specified slant for a range of different perspective-specified slants. Each row of panels represents the data of one subject. The top row depicts the best fit that accounted for 93% of the variance in the data. The bottom row depicts the worst fit that accounted for 79% of the variance in the data. The fits to the data produced by the Bayesian model are indicated by the gray and black curves. The gray curves indicate the strong rectangular assumption, and the black curves indicate the weak rectangular assumption. The subjects perceived either a slanted rectangular grid (square symbols) or a slanted trapezoid (triangles). The slants that were geometrically present in the stimulus are represented by the dashed prediction lines. Error bars represent Ϯ1 standard deviation in the mean across the five trial repetitions.
width of the Gaussian reflects measurement noise and is the first parameter of the model.
The third distribution to consider is the prior. This is modeled by a Gaussian centered on zero. This reflects our prior assumption that objects in the world are close to frontoparallel, as well as incorporating all residual cues in the stimulus, such as accommodation, vergence, texture, and blur cues that are consistent with a frontoparallel surface. The spread of this distribution is the second parameter of the model.
The optimum way of combining all this information is multiplication. The product of the two likelihoods and the prior distributions gives the posterior after normalization (the posterior is a probability distribution function, whereas the likelihoods need not be probability distributions). From Bayes's theorem, 55 this is proportional to the probability of the surface slant, given the image, p(S͉I).
In the current experiment, observers are asked to flip between two percepts-a perspective-dominated slant and a disparity-dominated slant. We have modeled this by allowing the model to work in two modes. In the perspective-dominant mode, we assume that the observer is implementing a strong rectangularity constraint. In other words, he or she is assuming that the object in the world was a rectangle, and deviations from rectangularity in the image are a consequence of perspective projection. In the model, this translates into a smaller spread of the Gaussian describing the world line orientation (third parameter of the model).
In the disparity-dominant mode we assume that the observer is implementing a weak rectangularity assumption (a fourth parameter to characterize a wider distribution of line orientations). In other words, the original object can be a range of shapes. In effect, the influence of perspective becomes weaker (the likelihood becomes less peaked), and the disparity information becomes more dominant. The first and second parameters (standard deviation of disparity and prior) are kept constant for both of these modes. Each of these modes gives a separate posterior distribution as its output.
The model then has to decide what to do with the outputs of the two (perspective and disparity) modes. We apply a gain function to the sum of the two posterior distributions. A gain function is often used in Bayesian modeling as a smoothing function, which makes the model robust to local minima.
In our model the gain function is a Gaussian with a variable standard deviation (the fifth and final model parameter). The effect of convolving the gain function with the combined posterior is to produce an expected gain distribution with a single peak if the two posterior distributions were sufficiently similar and a distribution with two peaks if the two posterior distributions were disparate. The single peak corresponds to observers making a single response, whereas the double peak corresponds to the two percepts in the bistable stimuli. 59 Using this approach, we have modeled the bifurcation of responses that the observers give, arising from a single cue-conflict stimulus (see also Ref. 60). 5 . Normalized likelihood p(I͉S) for perspective information computed from the geometry of perspective projection, assuming that the perceived orientation of each of the horizontal lines projected onto the image is subject to noise. The noise is assumed to be Gaussian centered on zero and with a standard deviation. Each curve shows the likelihood for one of the seven perspectivespecified slants. For larger perspective-specified slants, the likelihood distribution is more peaked, reflecting an increased certainty in determining surface slant. We found the values of the parameters that provided the best fit to each individual observer's data. The best and the worst fits of the model are plotted in Fig. 3 . The model provides an excellent fit (accounting for 93% of the variance) to the data of observer WL. 61 Even the model's worst fit (the one for observer EJ) provides a reasonable fit that accounted for 79% of the data. Figure 6 shows the model fits (and also the raw data) for two observers, AB and KM, who did not follow the data pattern exhibited by the other eight observers. These subjects participated in a previous experiment. 24 We include their data in the current paper because they showed interesting behavior that formed a challenge for our Bayesian model. Observations of KM seem almost entirely dominated by perspective; all data lines are near horizontal, showing little effect of disparity. In contrast, observer AB shows almost no effect of linear perspective; the data are similar for all seven perspective conditions. As can be seen in Fig. 6,   Fig. 6 . Same as Fig. 3 but for two observers who did not follow the data pattern shown by the other eight observers. Both AB and KM observed almost no bistability. The data of AB are dominated by disparity information. The percept of observer KM seems almost entirely dominated by perspective; all data lines are near horizontal, showing little effect of disparity. Note that in almost all panels the fits produced by the Bayesian model fall on top of each other for both the weak and the strong rectangularity assumptions. The fits for AB and KM accounted for 92% and 93% of the variance in the data, respectively. a The model operates in two modes; the perspective-likelihood parameter depends on whether strong or weak rectangularity of the stimulus is assumed. The other three parameters are mode independent. The last column contains the coefficient of determination R 2 , an indication of the goodness of fit. b Standard deviation.
the model provides a good fit for these two observers who were dominated by a single cue and did not report bistability. Table 1 shows the parameters used in the model for all subjects. The last column of Table 1 , the coefficient of determination R 2 , gives an indication of the goodness of fit. The model accounts for 88% of the variance in the data on average (in the range of 79% to 93%). Given that there are 154 data points per observer (2 modes ϫ 7 perspectives ϫ 11 disparities) and only five parameters, we conclude that our Bayesian model accounts very well for the observers' performance in this task.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a Bayesian model for the quantitative aspects of bistability in perceived slant for a large spectrum of possible combinations of disparity-and perspective-specified slants. The model's account for the data is twofold. On the one hand, it accounts for the observation that subjects perceive only one slant when the perspective-and disparity-specified slants are similar. On the other hand, it accounts for the observation that subjects are able to select either a perspective-or a disparity-dominated slant when the specified orientations are rather different. The same model can also account for observers whose data follow a completely different pattern, by having a very noisy disparity signal (observer KM) or a very weak rectangularity constraint (observer AB).
The occurrence of a clear bifurcation has been reported before in an entirely different study 42 that used stereoscopic stimuli with mixed vertical disparity information consistent with two disparate gaze angles. However, this study did not report on perceptual bistability. Further, although quite a few other studies have used perspective and disparity cues that specified depth of opposite polarity, 3, 4, 8, 42, 43, [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] none of these studies reported bistability. This could be because most of these studies have examined relatively small conflicts or short presentation times or both; in such circumstances observers might not notice bistability when they are not explicitly instructed to look for it.
That our Bayesian approach is rich enough to deal with both consonant and dissonant slant cues for a range of observers is an important feature that distinguishes it from existing models. It encompasses the integration of visual cues (1) in weak data fusion, 69, 70 (2) in modified weak data fusion, 71, 72 and (3) in strong fusion. 43 It is also an intuitive method by which to model Markov Random Fields 73 and the activity of neural populations. 74 A particular strength of the Bayesian approach, which differentiates it from other fusion models, is that it provides a natural way to include prior information with the information available in the image. In addition, it should be noted that the above-cited fusion models cannot account for both fusion and bistability without the addition of certain ad hoc robustness constraints. Our model can easily be extended to cues other than perspective and disparity. In other words, the Bayesian approach, as we developed it, can be considered an overarching framework in cue interaction theory that allows researchers to study all above-mentioned cue integration aspects-including perceptual decisions-in a unified manner.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a coherent model of bistability in which each parameter has a clear and interesting meaning. There is one set of parameters (at the chosen viewing distance) that can explain perceptual bistability in stereoscopic vision for the complete spectrum of combinations of perspective and disparity.
APPENDIX A
We provide here details of the Bayesian model used to explain the cue interaction that engenders bistability in stereoscopic slant perception. The model combines the information from the perspective and disparity cues (the likelihood information) with a prior constraint. The outcome of this combination is then subjected to a decision rule.
A. Perspective Likelihood
Let be the orientation of a line on the surface before slanting that surface relative to the observer. From the rectangularity constraint, we assume that the orientation follows a Gaussian distribution centered on 0 (the horizontal orientation). The strength of the rectangularity assumption is left as a free parameter in the model and maps to the spread (standard deviation, r) of the Gaussian:
From the geometry of the scene illustrated in Fig. 4 , we can derive the relationship among the orientation of the line on the surface (), the projected orientation of the line in the image (␥), and the slant of the surface ( ):
where d is the viewing distance and h is the height of the line in the image. In this equation, the world slant ( ) is understood to span the range (Ϫ/2, /2), which is all the surface orientations between left slanted and right slanted. From Eqs. (A1) and (A2), we can compute the likelihood p(␥͉ ; r), which is the probability of obtaining a particular line orientation given the slant of the surface. In practice, we simulated this likelihood by generating a large number of surfaces and storing in a matrix the obtained image line orientations.
B. Disparity Likelihood
The disparity likelihood is assumed here to be a Gaussian centered on the true disparity-specified slant ( d ), with the spread ( d ) of the distribution left as a free parameter: 
D. Combination of the Likelihoods and Prior
Likelihoods and prior are combined to produce the posterior probability. In general, the posterior represents the probability that a particular scene parameter (S) is present, given some image attribute (I), and is obtained from Bayes's rule:
In our specific example, the scene parameter we are estimating is slant ( ), and the image attributes are the orientation of the line (␥) and the disparity (d 
E. Origin of the Two Modes
Our model works by switching between strong and weak rectangularity assumptions. This is achieved by exchanging the spread of the line orientation on the surface () in Eq. (A1) between a parameter r 1 and a parameter r 2 . Therefore two posterior distributions will be obtained, following these two perspective likelihoods. The disparity likelihood and the prior stay the same for the two modes.
F. Combination of the Two Modes
A decision is reached by combining the two posterior distributions and subjecting this combination to a gain function that makes the system robust to noise (see text for details). The gain function is a Gaussian centered on zero with the spread ( g ) left as a free parameter:
This gain function is convolved with the sum of the two posteriors, to give the expected gain E( ): 
The model's predictions are then simply the locations of the peaks of this expected gain function. A single peak corresponds to observers making a single response. If there are two peaks, the model predicts two separate responses corresponding to disparity-and perspectivedominated percepts.
